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Since half-windings 9, 10 of the commutating
choke 6 transmit only short-time current impulse,
overall sizes of the commutating choke 6 are small in
comparison with overall sizes of the choke 1 (fig. 1).

The positive circuit singularity attached to
half-bridge inverter is a coercive switching is neces-
sary over the small current range therefore blanking
times of thyristors 3, 4 and gabarits of commutating
component part would decrease.

Thus the half-bridge thyristor inverter can be
used at wide power range particularly if supply is the
three-phase rectifier.
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One of the major tasks rising at garments de-
signing is the development of their production tech-
nology. Especially it concerns the garments with vari-
ous fillings, the structure of which is complex and
multilayer.

Depending on their designation the filled gar-
ments can perform different functions: for example,
the heat-protective one, if an insulant appears as a fill-
ing; or the sorption one, if chemical agents - sorbents
appear as a filling. Such products are very popular at
the moment, so there is a need to produce them.

However, when manufacturing such goods
there emerges a range of difficulties, one of which is
that the filling compounds inside the garments are
necessary to be distributed and fastened so that under
the effect of its own weight the filler wouldn’t shift
into the lower part of the garment. Special comparti-
tions are made for the filler to be put in there for this
purpose.

Some filled compartitions form the product
packet, which can differ with its construction, form
and components. The whole garment production tech-
nology depends largely on the construction of such a
packet.

Nowadays, the most applicable constructions
of the filled packets are the versions of two-layer

packet constructions. Such constructions consist of
the shell material’s inner and outer plies fastened
against each other forming compartitions wherein the
filler is put. Also there are three- and four-ply packet
constructions, though they haven’t become common
use owing to their manufacturing high labour inten-
sity.

The two-ply packet constructions production
technologies can be various. Traditionally the layers
are connected by means of through stitching, but this
way of layers interconnection has some disadvan-
tages, so the layers bonding techniques by means of
various supplementary elements were developed.
Such elements can be resilient members and parti-
tions. At the garment production enterprises the rec-
tangular shape partitions are used, but using such par-
titions we often have appearance defects in final
products. To avoid such defects the filled packets lay-
ers connecting technology with formed partitions will
allow. This technology allows avoiding appearance
defects and guaranteeing high quality shrink in the
complete product with their manufacturing minimal
labour intensity.
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Russian University system needs harmonizing
with the higher education systems of the EU member
states in order to become competitive in the world
economy.

In postindustrial society the raising standards
in engineer-ecological education were particularly
stimulated by Bologna declarations as the conse-
quence of the changing society requirements. They


